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COMMUNICATIONS COACHING
ENHANCING COMMUNICATION AGILITY,
INFLUENCE, AND IMPACT

CONSIDER …

✓ Are you in a position to drive change and influence others
in order to make things happen?

✓ Do you seem to be struggling with having the impact you,
your boss or your team desire?

✓ Do you find that you under or over-communicate with your
team and/or boss?

✓ Do you lead a cross-cultural team where understanding
cultural differences is critical?

✓ Is your team globally based or dependent upon virtual
communication (email, phone, etc.)?

BENEFITS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION
✦

✦

Enhance communication agility;
ability to read your audience,
deliver for impact and influence
stakeholders across a wide array
of media
Identify messages that influence
your target audience and result in
successful outcomes

✦

Strengthen fluency in crafting a
clear message to the appropriate
stakeholder

✦

Develop messages that “speak” to
your target audience and can be
used across a variety of media

✦

Improve ability to lead and
positively impact decision-making

COACHING OBJECTIVES
✦

Identify limited thinking patterns that might be affecting your
communication style

✦

Get clear about what you want to communicate. Craft
messages that both “speak” to your target audience and can
be used in a variety of media

✦

Identify key stakeholders and develop targeted
communication strategies for each

✦

Develop Communication Emotional Intelligence; read your
audience and adjust to their needs

✦

Learn to influence others by employing current thinking on
the best way to influence decision-making and behavior
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LEADERSHIP PRESENCE & COMMUNICATION SUITE

COMMUNICATIONS COACHING
ENHANCING COMMUNICATION AGILITY,
INFLUENCE, AND IMPACT

KEY SKILLS

DETAILS

✦

Understand the benefits of stakeholder analysis

Approach
Manager interview

✦

Develop clear messages for relevant target groups
and media

✦

Determine the appropriate level of communication; not
over or under

✦

Develop Communication Emotional Intelligence

✦

Influence thinking and behavior of others

Diagnostic
Hogan personality assessment, 360
feedback, video feedback, and manager
input
Tailored Skill Development
One-on-one coaching and postcoaching feedback

L E A D E R S H I P P R E S E N C E & C O M M U N I CAT I O N S U I T E

Duration
6 - 10 hours
May be customized based on need and desired
outcomes

Course
Size
5 HIGHLY-EFFECTIVE TOOLS TO IMPROVE LEADERSHIP
PERFORMANCE
Individual coaching

EFFECTIVE WORKPLACE
CONVERSATIONS

INFLUENCING OTHERS WORKSHOP

Benefits to the Organization
✦ Development and advancement of faster,
Benefits to the Organization
better informed decision-making
✦ Improve and enhance ability to effectively
✦ Accelerate the time between “ideas”
communicate and provide feedback,
and action and getting to “yes”
across mediums and stakeholders, that:
✦ Building constituencies that help advance
- Improves bottom line results
good ideas and grow the business
- Advances and maintains relationships
- Creates a culture of continuous
✦ Enhanced working relationships which
improvement
leads to increasing your influence and
impact on the organization
✦ Turns conversations into collaborations
IGHLY FFECTIVE OOLS TO
resulting in improved workplace
relationships and output
MPROVE
EADERSHIP RESENCE AND OMMUNICATION
✦ Develops agile communication skills across
platforms and cultures leading to stronger
teams and business results
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EFFECTIVE WORKPLACE
CONVERSATIONS
WORKSHOP
Turn conversations into
collaborations across
platforms and
cultures

COMMUNICATIONS
COACHING
Enhancing communication
agility, influence and impact

COMMUNICATIONS COACHING

INFLUENCING OTHERS
WORKSHOP
Maximizing your impact:
The art of influencing
others

EXECUTIVE
PRESENCE
COACHING

PRESENTING
WITH IMPACT
COACHING

Drive leadership impact
through improved credibility,
decisiveness and poise

Dynamic presentations
to captivate, influence
and inspire

EXECUTIVE PRESENCE COACHING
PRESENTING WITH IMPACT COACHING
Benefits to the Organization
Benefits to the Organization
Benefits to the Organization
✦ Ability to identify key stakeholders for your
✦ Develop the ability to project credibility;
✦ Clear, consistent messaging across
project, change effort or product launch.
confidence, poise under pressure and
the organization
decisiveness in order
to positively
impact
✦ Fluency in craftingExecutive
a clear message
to the
✦ Increased
sales
Coaching
Connections,
LLC
| +1.847.920.0190
| ExecutiveCoachingConnections.com
business results.
appropriate stakeholder.
✦ Leaders who emit confidence and credibility
✦ Be better positioned to be “heard” across
✦ Ability to develop messages that influence
✦ Enhanced working relationships

